Just before sunset find a comfortable place away from bright lights.

On the next page are lists of things that can happen as the sun goes down.

Mark each event as it happens: 1, 2, 3, etc. Some things may happen more than once. They can get more than one number. (For example, the clouds may change color several times. They might be numbered 3 and 6.)

Look in all directions.

Remember - the important thing is to enjoy the sunset.

Date ____________________

___ First star
___ Bats fly
___ Things on land (or water) that turn color
___ Night birds call or fly
___ Campfires or lights become visible
___ Clouds or sky change color
___ Sun falls below the horizon
___ Night insects active
___ Moon appears or brightens
___ Wind speeds up or direction changes
___ First shooting star
___ Temperature cools
___ (other events)

DRAW A PICTURE OF THE SUNSET